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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1 837 3.2 0.9 4 80 99.9
2 838 5.3 2 8 66.7 100
3 838 2.6 1 4 64.1 100
4 836 3.5 0.8 4 86.5 99.8
5 836 3.9 1.8 6 64.5 99.8
6 837 4.4 1.3 6 73.7 99.9
7 836 5.2 1.8 8 64.8 99.8
8 228 12.6 2.9 20 62.8 27.2
9 481 14 3.9 20 69.9 57.4

10 127 13.4 2.9 20 66.9 15.2
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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 The diagram above shows a firm operating in a perfectly competitive market in long-term 
equilibrium.

 (a) Adapt the diagrams to show how the firm’s price, output and profits will be affected by an 
increase in demand in the short-run. [4]

 (b) Explain what will happen to the firm’s price, output and profits in the long-run. [4]
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Sticky Note
Explains that there are no barriers to entry, industry supply increasing and price falling.

Sticky Note
Answer shows new demand curve, changes in price and output and correctly labelled abnormal profit.





Sticky Note
Explains the long-term effects on price and profit but not on output.

Sticky Note
Correctly shows new demand curve, changes in price and output but abnormal  profit incorrectly labelled at original output (a common mistake in response to this question).





Sticky Note
All of the relevant points plus extra diagrammatic explanation. Explains that there are no barriers to entry, industry supply increasing and price falling.

Sticky Note
Answer shows new demand curve, changes in price and output and correctly labelled abnormal profit.

beechl
Sticky Note
Unmarked set by beechl
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3. A car manufacturer is faced with a large increase in demand for its product. As a result it needs 
to increase its production.

© WJEC CBAC Ltd.

 Using the diagram explain why its long run costs fall when its output expands from Q1 to Q2.
  [4]
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Sticky Note
Basic statement of economies of scale. Uses the diagram but no explanation of long-run situation. 

beechl
Sticky Note
Unmarked set by beechl





Sticky Note
Defines long-run situation with an illustrative example. No use of diagram but very good technical explanation.





Sticky Note
Explains long-run situation and how this may lead to economies of scale. Uses the diagram to show shift from SRAC1 to SRAC2 but no illustrative example or explanation of costs falling from AC1 to AC2.  
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SECTION B

Answer one question from this section.

8. “The Government should use taxes and subsidies to encourage people to use buses and trains
rather than private cars.” Discuss. [20]

© WJEC CBAC Ltd.











Sticky Note
This starts well with a good explanation of the possible effects of a tax on the market for public transport. The diagram is generally accurate but its small size and untidiness rather hinders understanding of the candidate’s answer. 



Sticky Note
The candidate correctly refers to ‘internalising the externality' by making car users pay for the external costs that they create. There is a reference to the elasticity of demand but this is poorly explained with no use of an appropriate diagram. 





Sticky Note
There is a good but basic explanation of the effect of subsidies on the market for public transport. The reference to the Laffer curve receives little credit as it is largely incidental to the question.















Sticky Note
Correctly identifies Government aim to achieve socially optimum output when MSB = MSC. 



Sticky Note
The diagram is rather scruffy and not well-explained but does make the basic point that the free market output would involve under-production equal to Q1-Q2. Unfortunately the candidate is trying to combine too much in one diagram and the explanation is rather confusing in places. 









Sticky Note
The answer clearly explains how subsidies and taxes should work and correctly evaluates the problem of measuring externalities accurately. Generally, however the range of content is limited and there is very little on the macroeconomic effects of taxes and subsidies. 
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GCE ECONOMICS - EC3 


MARK SCHEME - SUMMER 2014 


Question Answer 
Mark 


allocation 
Assessment 


objective 


2. (a) Adapt the diagrams to show how the firm’s price, 
output and profits will be affected by an increase in 
demand in the short-run. 


Illustration of industry price rise resulting in upward shift of 
individual firm’s demand curve (1) 
resulting in increase in firm’s price (1) 
firm’s output (1) 
and abnormal profits (1) 


Marks are only awarded for changes to the diagram for the 
individual firm (right hand side diagram). 


4 AO1 2 
AO2 2 


 (b) Explain what will happen to the firm’s price, output 
and profits in the long-run. 


Explanation of new entrants to the industry pushing 
industry supply curve to the right and reducing price back 
to OP. (2) 


Explanation of firm’s output returning to OQ and abnormal 
profits being competed away or return to normal profit. (2) 


4 AO1 2 
AO2 2 
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GCE ECONOMICS - EC3 


MARK SCHEME - SUMMER 2014 


Question Answer 
Mark 


allocation 
Assessment 


objective 


3. A car manufacturer is faced with a large increase in 
demand for its product. As a result it needs to 
increase its production.  


Using the diagram explain why its long run costs fall when 
its output expands from Q1 to Q2. 


Descriptive explanation of economies of scale with 
appropriate examples/use of diagram. (2) 


Explanation of no fixed factors/change of scale in long-run 
enabling reduction in LAC. (4) 
Use of diagram does not need to be explicit. 


4 AO1 2 
AO2 2 
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Question Answer 
Mark 


allocation 
Assessment 


objective 


8. “The Government should use taxes and subsidies to 
encourage people to use buses and trains rather than 
private cars”. Discuss. 
 
Identification/explanation of potential private and external 
costs, e.g.  


 fuel 


 labour 


 equipment 


 pollution 


 noise/explanation of possible taxes and subsidies. 
 
Analysis/evaluation of whether private motorists should 
pay more, e.g. car manufacturers don’t pay for external 
costs, e.g. 


 poor air quality, global warming.  


 private road travel creates congestion, pollution   
emissions, noise, increased taxes and subsidies may 
reduce these externalities road users will ‘internalise’ 
external costs rail and bus travel provide transport for 
people on low  incomes, creation of employment in 
public transport sector. 


 
Appropriate diagrammatic analysis e.g. MSC>MSB  
because manufacturers/car owners ignore external  
costs 
 
Definition and explanation of socially optimum output i.e. 
MSB = MSC, takes into account external costs and 
benefits 
 
Evaluation of case for higher taxes and subsidies 
e.g.  


 higher taxes would cause job losses/raise prices 


 taxes may be ineffective if demand for fuel/cars, etc.is 
inelastic 


 non-price factors e.g. reliability, convenience may be 
more important 


 may increase business costs and therefore prices 


 unfair to rural residents 


 cost to Government/taxpayer, opportunity costs of  
 subsidies 


 other policies e.g. road-pricing, congestion-charging  
 may be more effective. 
 
Application to wider economy e.g. possible effects upon 
employment, inflation, international competitiveness and 
growth 
 


20 AO1 4 
AO2 4 
AO3 6 
AO4 6 
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